The image shows a layout of a computer keyboard with various keys labeled. The keys are arranged in a grid format, typical of a standard QWERTY keyboard layout. The top row includes keys labeled F11, F12, PrtScn, Sroll, and Pause. Below this row, there are keys labeled Ins, Home, and PgUp, followed by Del, End, and PgDn. The numeric keypad area includes keys labeled 0 to 9, with 0 in the bottom right corner, 3, 2, and 1 in the bottom row, and 6, 5, and 4 in the middle row. The upper row of the numeric keypad includes keys labeled Num, /, *, and -. Other keys include Shift, Return, and Ctrl, along with Menu and BSp. The layout is designed for efficient typing and includes key positions for various functions such as numerical input, cursor control, and special characters.